
To Counter AI-powered Offense, 
You Need AI-Reinforced Defense

3 Pillars of AI-Reinforced CyberOps

AI-Reinforced Platform
Leverages AI at all layers to make precise security 
decisions at high speed, focusing human intervention 
where most valuable. 

Cybersecurity Mesh
Seamlessly and agnostically integrates with existing tools 
and technologies to create a unified defense architecture, 
maximizing the value of your security investments.

Frictionless Experience 
Delivers reduced noise, an intuitive user experience 
and targeted threat intelligence to empower security 
teams to counter sophisticated threats.

Attacks Powered by AI 

are changing the cybersecurity landscape, 
introducing new sophisticated threats to 
identify and defeat.

A Digital Tsunami

is expanding and changing the attack 
surface with the mass-adoption  
of cloud, OT/ICS, 5G, and AI technologies. 

Understaffed & Outmatched

Traditional, reactive CyberOps will soon fall short. 
Security teams’ resources can’t match the evolving threat 
landscape.

Cybersecurity teams face  
an expanding attack surface, 
new threats, and regulations, 
while their resources are 
stretched thin:

The traditional, reactive approach to CyberOps can’t keep up in today’s cybersecurity landscape.

We need a paradigm shift. We need AI-Reinforced CyberOps.
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Regulatory & Compliance Pressure

is driven by these technological changes, 
and won’t get easier to navigate.
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Transform your Threat, Detection, Investigation 
and Response (TDIR) with our 4x Gartner-Leading 
SIEM Platform — now with Securonix EON —  
a powerful suite of AI-Reinforced Capabilities  
for the CyberOps of 2025 and beyond.

Combat AI-Powered Attacks
Defend against AI-powered threats  
with AI-Reinforced security solutions.

Insider Threat Psycholinguistics

Quickly detect subtle intent 
indicators of insider threat behavior.

InvestigateRX

Convert investigation results into 
context-aware summaries for swift 
decision-making, saving analysts 

up to 15 minutes per incident.

Shield







Maximize Efficiency
Reduce alert fatigue and streamline investigations 
with automated processes and AI-driven insights.

Scale Threat Defense
Adapt to evolving threats over time and maximize 
existing security investments.

Stay Compliant
Navigate complex regulatory landscapes  
with a platform designed to support  
compliance standards.

A New Era of AI-Reinforced CyberOps

Adaptive Threat Modeling

Automatically connect alerts in 
easy-to-understand threat chains.

Don’t Be Outmatched.
Combat AI-powered Attacks with Securonix EON.

REQUEST A DEMO


